Minimal intervention dentistry

Greatly worried
Sir, I was pondering after the BDJ issue on the topic of minimal intervention dentistry (MID) (Volume 223 issue 3, published 11 August 2017) (fantastic edition by the way). Can you explain to me: if MID is now the correct way to practise dentistry and if the NHS contract of UDAs does not permit the treating of patients in an MID way as there's no UDA value for this, are we all in breach of GDC guidelines for not practising dentistry to current opinion? This really does worry me greatly. The UDA system rewards the turbine and not MID so, if a case was presented to them, could the GDC strike a dentist off for not following current thinking due to sticking to their contract of outdated philosophy? 
Dental notation
A case of the craftsman
Sir, I must take the opportunity to strongly disagree with M. J. Trenouth's comment about FDI Dental Notation. 1 This system is quite clear to understand, easy to use, universal and does not demand any mental gymnastics whatsoever for sharp minds.
I do not believe the problem resides with the system but it is more a case of the craftsman.
